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Learning objectives

• Understand the potential benefits of detecting atrial fibrillation
• Stroke prevention, appropriate therapy for symptoms

• Review risk factors for AF

• Review the limits of screening tests for atrial fibrillation
• ECGs

• Standard holters

• Be aware of novel technologies for detecting atrial fibrillation

• Role of implantable loop recorders



Warfarin stroke reduction + DOAC reduction

P&T Vol. 38 No. 3 • March 2013 (modified)Waldo, A. Stroke and AF 
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Where should you look?
• The atrium (big surprise)

• Specifically the left atrium

• Also consider whether there is structural heart disease (LVH, mitral valve 
disease)

• Stroke patients
• Canadian guidelines: 2 weeks of monitoring for AF for embolic stroke or stroke/TIA 

of unknown origin

• Cryptogenic stroke (Embolic stroke of uncertain source – ESUS)
• Risk factors for AF.

• e.g. CHASE-LESS score

• Positive correlation of embolic AF stroke with CAD, CHF, Age, severe stroke

• Negative correlation with: Hyperlipidemia, diabetes, previous stroke



Incidence of new AF according to CHASE-LESS 
score (1 year follow up)

Atherosclerosis 295 (2020) 1–7



Symptom rhythm correlation
• For syncope – AF termination pauses are effectively treated 

with a pacemaker

• For other AF symptoms that significantly affect quality of life
• Earlier AF specific treatment that can improve quality of life

• Anti-arrhythmics, ablation

• Ablation earlier in the course of AF (ie while still paroxysmal, 
shorter duration) is more successful



Tools to look for atrial fibrillation

• The more severe the consequences of atrial fibrillation, the harder 
you should look for it

• Usually a stepwise approach using simpler and less invasive 
investigations first

• Can jump to more aggressive and invasive tests depending on the 
clinical urgency



12 lead ECG
• Completely irregular R-R intervals

• No discernible, distinct p-waves

• Cost effective to do routine ECG to screen for AF in all patients over 
age 65

• AF increases with age



Look for AF by self monitoring pulse?

• Recommended as reasonable by ESC for patients to self monitor pulse 
once daily

• But compared with intermittent ECGs in a Swedish study
• 56% sensitivity

• 81% specificity

• Unreliable, especially in high risk patients

PLOS Medicine | https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1003063 March 31, 2020



AF case finding in a Spanish population using 
pulse and 12-lead ECG

Family Practice, 2020, 1–7



Other self monitoring options

Kardia mobile ECG recorder Watch BP with Afib detection



More effective than single ECGs for AF 
detection (UK study)

Future Healthcare Journal 2020 Vol 7, No 1: 86–9



Handheld “stick” AF detection device

• Pt holds for 1 minute. Light turns red if AF is present
• 92% sensitivity 84% specificity for AF detection
• Less cumbersome than 12 lead ECG
• 6.4% AF detection rate in primary care in patients at moderate risk of AF

Diamantino AC , et al. Heart 2020;0:1–6.



Holter monitoring

• Longer duration is better
• Very little benefit from a 24 hour holter to detect AF

• Standard is now 14 days

• If only shorter holters are possible (eg from skin irritation, etc)
• Then space holters apart widely to sample different time periods



Danish study of ILR patients vs 
different noninvasive 
monitoring strategies for AF 
detection

10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.119.044407



Breaking up the same total 
monitoring duration into smaller 
intervals improves AF detection

10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.119.044407



Single patch 14 day holter, automated AF detection

Lai et al. Manuscript for IEEE J-BHI Special Issue on Internet of Medical Things for Health Engineering



Implantable 
loop recorder

• Subcutaneous, self contained 
rhythm recording device

• Implanted in ~20 minutes, local 
anaesthesia

• Battery lasts ~3 years

• Useful for detection of sporadic 
arrhythmias where external 
monitoring is not helpful or not 
feasible

• Often used in cases of infrequent 
but worrisome syncope

• Now have AF detection 
algorithms that can alert for AF, 
even when rate is controlled



ILR AF vs. external monitoring in 5 patients



ILR AF detection vs. gold standard (pacemaker)

• Patients w/ILR upgraded to 
DDD pacemakers

• ILR left in until battery ran 
out (> 6 months)

• Good correlation of AF 
episodes between ILR and 
pacemaker

Journal of Electrocardiology 59 (2020) 147–150



Would routine ILR after cryptogenic stroke reduce recurrent stroke?

• ILRs are effective at detecting AF after cryptogenic 
stroke

• CRYSTAL-AF substudy - Cryptogenic stroke patients 
who received ILR had more AF detection

Circ Arrhythm Electrophysiol. 2016;9

• Cost effectiveness analysis suggests it would be 
clinically and cost effective

• Approx $28K per QALY gained
• No trial yet to prove this – need RCT evidence

Journal of Medical Economics, 22:11, 1221-1234



Smartwatches
• Apple heart study had low detection rate of AF

• Population was very unselected (basically 
purchasers of apple watches)

• Poor sensitivity for automated detection

• Good correlation of cardiologist PDF interpreted 
AF with AF on telemetry in a post CV surgery 
population

AF detected on smartwatch

Circulation. 2020;141:702–703



Summary

• The right places to look for AF are
• In the atrium of hearts that may have other pathologies

• In patients who have other risk factors for AF

• In patients in whom treatment of AF (anticoagulation, rhythm, rate control, 
ablation) is likely to yield benefits

• The cornerstone is ECG diagnosis
• The longer you monitor the more likely AF is to be found

• Look harder when there is more at stake (recurrent stroke, syncope, etc)

• Unless AF is persistent, at least 7-14 days are recommended

• Repeated monitoring increase detection

• ILRs may be helpful in cryptogenic stroke

• Poor quality evidence for smartwatches. In very selected patients may be 
helpful


